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Introduction

• “Statistical data mining”.

• The goal is “knowledge” discovery in databases.

• Classic example is co-occurence in market-backets: Beer and diapers.

• Heterogeneous data analysis on text, numbers, images, . . .

• Examples from Neuroinformatics (Neuroscience + informatics).
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Example: Neuroinformatics databases

Figure 1: Screenshot of main window of Matlab
program for data entry of scientific article, here
(Jernigan et al., 1998).

Database containing data from sci-

entific articles in “human brain map-

ping”.

Bibliographic information: Title, au-

thor, abstract.

Three-dimensional coordinates, so-

called Talairach coordinates, that are

focal brain activations.

Experiment description: Brain scan-

ner, stimulus, response.

Linked to other databases (PubMed,

MeSH, fMRIDC, SenseLab)
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Mining for novelty:

Automatic generated list

with entries sorted ac-

cording to novelty (outlier-

ness/interestingness).

Comparing the “lobar anatomy”

field and Talairach coordinates.

By “manual investigation” one

finds that some of the interest-

ing are database entry errors.

How is this done?
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Representing text

gyrus fmri pet cortex ...

Document 1

Document 2

Document 3

...

Figure 2: Bag-of-words matrix.

“Vector space model” or “bag-

of-words”. A matrix X(N × Q)

with N documents and Q

words/terms. Represented in

hash array.

A vector for each document con-

taining the presence or frequency

of words in the document.

The ordering of words is not rel-

evant.
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Modeling database items

Extraction of Talairach coordinate.

Example: x = (3.6,−7.6,1.2).

Extraction of each word and phrase

from the field “Lobar anatomy”.

Example “lateral superior parietal”

→ c ∈ {“lateral”, “superior”,

”parietal”, “lateral superior”, “su-

perior parietal”, “lateral superior

parietal”}.

Multiple data generated for one lo-

cation.
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Modeling Talairach coordinates
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Regard the “locations” as being gen-

erated from a distribution p(x), where

x is in 3D Talairach space.

Kernel methods (N kernels centered

on each object: µn) with homoge-

neous Gaussian kernel in 3D Talairach

space x

p̂(x) =
(2πσ2)−3/2

N

N
∑

n
e
− 1
2σ2

(x−µn)
2

σ2 fixed or optimized with leave-one-

out cross-validation.

Condition on, e.g., anatomical label,

behavioral domain c: p(x|c)
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Probability density for “cerebellum”

Figure 3: Densities from cerebellum locations. Yellow
glyphs are the original BrainMap locations. Grey wire-
frame: Isosurface in the first level probability density es-
timate. Green surface: Isosurface in the second level.

Condition on anatomical label:

p(x|c = cerebellum).

Evaluate each location with re-

spect to its probability densities:

its “novelty”.

Robust estimate of p(x) by ex-

cluding the 5% most extreme lo-

cations in a two-stage scheme.

Novelty detection by comparing

all Talairach coordinates xn with

their associated p(x|c).
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Automatic generated list.

Entries sorted according to nov-

elty.

2nd and 3rd entry: More infor-

mation in a phrase than in a

word.

By “manual investigation” one

finds that some of the interest-

ing are database entry errors.
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Finding similar items

Each experiment a volume:

p(x|experiment = “89”) ≡ z89

sampled on a fixed 8mm grid

Similarity as a raw correlation co-

efficient between two volumes

s =
z′
1
z2

√

z′
1
z1

√

z′
2
z2

Sorted list of similar volumes.
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Image-based indices: ICA

Independent compo-

nent analysis of the

X(experiment × voxel)

data matrix:

X = AS + U. A is

the mixing matrix, S the

sources.

ICA components: hand

movement, visuospatial,

words/verbs, audition,

visual motion.

Figure shows both ends

of the third to sixth

source images s3, . . . , s6.
Data from Brede.
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Image-based indices: Asymmetry

“Experiment” left/right asymme-

try: Count the number of locations

in the left side X

PBin =
X
∑

0

(

N
X

)

0.5N . (1)

Normalize the value to [−1;+1]
range with a = 1− 2PBin

When conditioning on anatomical

labels:

• Left dominate (-1): ‘motor’,

‘area’, . . . , ‘broca s area’.

• Right dominate (+1): ‘anterior
cerebellum’,
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Summary

Statistical data mining.

Heterogeneous data: text, and point sets (Talairach coordinates).

Transform the data to vectorial form.

Use statistical method to mine for knowledge.
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